OPTIONAL END BLOCK - ELEVATION

NOTES:
1. For details not shown, see "TYPICAL GIRDER SECTION" detail
2. #5 bar not shown

SECTION E-E

NOTE:
For "GIRDER ELEVATION" and "TYPICAL GIRDER SECTION", see "PC/PS BULB-TEE GIRDER (MISCELLANEOUS DETAILS)" sheet

INTERMEDIATE DIAPHRAGM

NOTE:
For details not shown, see "GIRDER ELEVATION" detail

SECTION B-B

NOTE:
Diaphragm may be vertical or normal to deck grade

WELDED WIRE REINFORCEMENT (WWR) ALTERNATIVE

NOTES:
1. Bottom of stirrup WWR detail shown, top similar
2. Longitudinal wire area shall be 40% or greater of vertical deformed wire's area

DETAIL A

NOTE:
Bottom of stirrup WWR detail shown, top similar

REINFORCEMENT, Typ